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many popular brands rest their entire business
“ Today,
strategy on their ability to customize. The Nike By You
website (formerly known as NikeID) offers customers the
ability to customize their shoes... According to Brand
Channel, Nike By You has seen its online business triple
since 2004.

”

- Liraz Margalit
The Psychology Behind Custom Product Purchases

Appeal to
consumers emotions

Consumer Psychology
Consumer psychology drives behavioral patterns. Although the reasons behind this are
complex, the science is clear — consumers prefer personalized items over generic, mass
produced ones and are willing to pay a premium.
Companies, such as Nike and Coke, capitalized on this knowledge by launching
successful, personalized campaigns like NikeID (personalized sneakers) and Share a
Coke (bottles personalized with names).
You don’t have to be a large corporation to capitalize on this concept since this science
applies to all consumers — even the ones buying your products.
Check out these articles for a closer look at consumer psychology:
- The Psychology Behind Custom Product Purchases
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Priceless Markups
There’s no easier way to add value to your products than with a laser engraver. With
AP Lazer you can customize nearly any product, regardless of shape or size. With this
added touch of personalization, you’ll be able to markup your products 400% or more.

444%

MARKUP

745%

MARKUP

Priceless
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Increase Your Return on Investment (ROI)
There are many ways a laser can help increase your ROI. Here are a couple:
1. Streamline your process - A laser cuts down on the time it takes to create
personalized, priceless objects. When it comes to acrylic, our business machines
can cut up to 1” in one pass - resulting in flame polished edges without
post-processing. When time is money, a laser makes every pass count.
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2. Get creative with sourcing - Create larger margins between your expenses and
profits with smartly sourced blanks and raw materials. A great place to look for these
materials is through our webstore. You can find other great sourcing solutions by
joining our Facebook User Group. These members have decades of combined insight
to answer all of your questions.

Turn this

Into this

Furniture Engravings: $50 - $1,000

Join our community!
You don’t have to have purchased one of our lasers to be a part of our community.
Check out our Before You Buy Facebook Group for exciting laser ideas, high profit
product ideas, Q and A sessions and more!
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“[AP Lazer] is unlimited potential. You could do probably fifty
times more with that machine than with any other machine.
- Isaac Waters
VBI Engraving
Scan to watch
Isaac’s full
Interview here!

Diversify from
the competition

”

AP Lazer Open-Architecture
• Larger products? No problem! The AP Lazer system is the only one on the
market with a removable base. Because of the unique, patented design, we can
accommodate virtually any material.

• Laser engrave directly on flooring or irregular shaped materials by adjusting
our laser’s removable top.
• Place the home-base
underneath the adjustable
top to use our laser like
a traditional boxed-up
laser machine.
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Casket Engravings:
$500-$1000

Large Object Engraving
Stand out from the competition by using our AP Lazer to personalize large objects
including doors, furniture, signage and more. Offer premium products at the same
labor cost and over-head of a traditional laser machine.
Expand your limits by offering customers the opportunity to personalize their
large objects. Now that’s priceless.
Monument Engravings:
$500-$20,000

Granite signs: $10,000-$30,000
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love the flexibility of our AP Lazer! It enables us to work
“ We
with so many different types of materials and in so many
different sizes. We are also able to take it with us to fairs and
festivals to produce items on the spot for customers.

”

- Dorant Wolfe
Lazer Anything
Scan to watch
Dorant’s full
Interview here!

Widen your market reach

Vertical & Horizontal Growth
Product enhancement is the concept of expanding your product
by adding features and other offerings to increase your sales
and profits.
With an AP Lazer you’ll be able to add personalized touches such
as photos, artwork or logos to existing products. This increases
the product value and your ROI.
Quickly grow your reach and customer base by diversifying
your products. Explore new horizons and markets with the
customization possibilities of an AP Lazer.

New Market
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New Market

Generate
Additional
Revenue

by personalizing
existing products.

Our AP Lazer is so versatile it fits into a variety of markets.
Market Worth

Items Ideas and Materials

Alcoholic
Beverages

$254 BILLION

Drinking glasses, glass packaging

Woodworking

$150 BILLION

Furniture, signage, display art

Pet Products

$73 BILLION

Tags, collars, dishes, bedding, toys

Sporting Goods

$61 BILLION

Helmets, bats, balls, shoes, uniforms

Wedding Items

$141 BILLION

Invitations, settings, signs, favors, jewelry

Awards

$141 BILLION

Plaques, trophies, record displays

Firearms

$52 BILLION

Stocks, cases, cabinets

Construction

$69 BILLION

Doors, windows, mirrors, flooring

Small Gifts

$72 BILLION

Ornaments, coasters, frames, key-chains
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“Hands down my favorite part of the laser is making your

vision a reality. I have so many ideas of things I want to do
and create. Being able to create something that brings joy
and makes a person genuinely light up is a real gift.

”

- Samantha Goodman
Del Sol Laser Creations

Generate repeat business

Create Exciting Products
Attract repeat business and surprise your customers with something new and
exciting. Be creative. Brainstorm with your team, family, and friends. You’ll find that
your AP Lazer business can not only be the most enjoyable and satisfying work in
the world, but also highly profitable!
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Build Lasting Relationships
Customization is a form of marketing in it’s own right. It provides
employees the opportunity to work closely with customers, sharing details
about their lives. Build stronger relationships with an AP Lazer. You can’t
afford to miss out on this well-kept business secret.

Build Lasting
Relationships
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Why choose AP Lazer?

We get you started – All of our partners receive a

turnkey package with every laser. This includes everything
you’ll need to get your laser up and running straight away
with no hidden costs!

We want you to succeed – Our machines come

with 8 hours of virtual training so you can learn everything
you need to run your laser and your business successfully.
*4 hours for the SN1812+, SN2616 & APG30C/50C

We understand – We know accidents happen. We back

up all of our machines with a 3-year part warranty, 2-year laser
tube warranty and 1-year lens and mirrors warranty.
*3-year parts, 1-year lens and mirrors, 6 months laser tube for the SN1812+

We offer funding – We offer financing on all of our models.

But wait! There’s more...

We Support Our Partners
24/7-365 Lifetime tech support*
Access to APL University for a
continued learning experience
Exclusive access to our thriving
online Facebook Community.
*Technical phone support for APG30C/50C (M-F, 8-5 PM EST)

AP Lazer Specs
APG30C
SN4024 SN4836 SN4836 LR APG50C

SN1812LR

SN2616LR

SN2816

Engraving
Area

20” x 13”

26”x16”

28” x 16”

40” x 24”

48” x 36”

48” x 36”

C02
Laser Power

30 watts

60 watts

90 watts

100 watts

100 watts

100 watts

(upgrade to
100w +$3k)

(upgrade to
130w +$3k)

(upgrade to
130w +$3k)

(upgrade to
130w +$3k)

Engraving
Speed

0-30”/s

0-30”/s

0-50”/s

0-50”/s

0-50”/s

0-50”/s

≤ 12000mm/sec.

Machine
Footprint

4.87’ x 2.72’

4.9’ x 3.1’

7’ x 5’

8’ x 5’

8.5’ x 6’

8.5’ x 6’

19” x 23”

110v

110v

110v

110v

110v

110v

110v

<300w

<480w

1000w

1200w

1200w

1200w

850-1050w

1,500 hrs

8,000 hrs

8,000 hrs

10,000 hrs

10,000 hrs

10,000 hrs

N/A

$14,995

$19,995

$26,595

$35,595

$45,595

$48,595

$8,995$9,995

Electrical
Requirements

Power

Laser Tube
Life
Turnkey Price
Financing
available

175x175 mm2
30-50 watts

Check us out!
visit: aplazer.com
email: info@aplazer.com
call: 800-585-8617

facebook.com/lasers
@aplazer
@aplazer

Grow your business.
Schedule a consultation today.

